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Abstract: Around 40% of accidents happens in the night even though traffic reduces by 60% [2]. One way we can reduce
accidents during night is by reducing night glare. This is archived by using Arduino uno to automatically dim the headlight
when the vehicle is approaching in the opposite direction. Light dependent resistor (LDR) module is used to detect the
opposing vehicle by detecting the light from the opposing vehicle headlight and it is processed by Arduino UNO and
Ultrasonic sensor is used to detect when the vehicle passes and sends the signal to the Arduino. Arduino will process the data
and decide when to activate high beam. This model will help to prevent lots of accident which happen daily on the highways
and it will be very useful for heavy vehicle drivers as they drive long distances in the night time.
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1. INTRODUCTION
There are a lot of accidents that take place on Indian roads. A lot of accidents take place because of lack of
vision when the vehicle coming from the opposite direction has high beam on. People tend to forget about
switching to low beam when they see a car coming from the opposite direction. This problem has a huge toll on
the number of road accidents. Therefore this project is based on automatic beam switching depending on the
vehicle coming from the other direction . Nowadays vehicles are equipped with head lights with high intensity. If
high intensity light hits human eyes we may feel whiteout or glare at least for seconds . Due to this problem they
used to plant lot bushes the highway lane which separates from and to roads .but nowadays there are no plants
on roadside . People used to paint middle of the headlight with a big black circle so that high intensity will not
hit the humans who come in opposite direction ,even this we cannot see people doing this nowadays. With
expanding age, mesopic vision diminishes and glare affectability increments, even without visual maladies. Due
to the expanding number of old drivers, more drivers are influenced around evening time vision challenges.
Vision tests, which precisely foresee late evening driving capacity, are accordingly of extraordinary intrigue.
People may also forget to switch from high beam to low beam when they are in city limits .so , it is necessary for
them to switch from high beam to low beam when ever it is required automatically
A device is going to be modelled which would sense the vehicles in the opposite direction and dims the headlight
.which will help to reduce accidents caused by high brightness of light due to vehicles in opposite direction
The expected outcome is to shift from high beam to low beam when a vehicle comes in opposite direction
The phases of working of this project are as follows:
To create a circuit which can sense the light
To detect whether vehicle has crossed accurately
Make sure that it works with the existing vehicle in the market
Human eye will be affected if intensity of light that hits you directly is more than 700 lumens. The below table
provides the range intensity of existing Headlights in high beam.
Some research results show that as glare increases, it is related to an increase in instability of the optics. It was
also studied that relation glare versus luminance and found that normal had a glare that was almost independent
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of luminance level, while cataract patients had decrease in glare sensitivity when the luminance reduced. Most
patients had a glare that matched to their glare problems.[6]
Driving at night, without adult supervision, with passengers, using alcohol, and being male were associated with
high driver injury crash rates.[7] Driving between 10 pm and midnight is very dangerous for young drivers.
High glare sensitivity is a very common complaint that elderly people or people with cataract do.[8]
It is therefore advisable for traffic safety if drivers with such complaints undergo a complete eye test before
starting to drive always.[9-11].
Table 1:Intensity of headlights in the market
Headlight Type
Halogen
HID
LED
Laser

Intensity (LUMENS)
700-2000
2500-3800
15000
20000

It can be seen that existing headlights in high beam will affect human eye and may lead to partial
blackout. The existing higher end cars uses cameras and radars for detecting collision and for
autonomous features. That can be used to detect vehicle in opposing direction but for lower end
vehicle if we include the same technology the cost of the vehicle will increase. Number of accidents
is around 40% when the amount of traffic in the night reduces by 60% .
A survey was conducted using google forms, to gain more information on what people experience on
roads and to know if this project would close a gap in the commercial market. Below are the results


It was found that more than 30% of the people go out on a drive more than 10 times a week
from the survey and the next highest were 8 and 9 equally.



It was found that most people prefer driving during the afternoon with evening and morning
following it. 11.6% of people preferred driving during the night.
Most of the reasons for their travel was for personal reasons at 60% followed by work
related at 29% and joy riding at 18.8%.
It was found that 75.4% of people experienced distraction due to night glare.




Figure 1. Pie Chart


It was found that 43.5% of people found the level of distraction to be very high followed by 24.6% of
them who found it to be highly distracting.
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Figure 2. Histogram




Around 60% of people found it difficult to remember to dim their headlights when vehicles
came from the opposite direction.
75% of the people think that this could be a major reason for fatalities on the road.
Around 53% of the people accepted that they would buy a product which could
automatically dim headlights during a drive.

2. THIS MODEL
Inthispaper“AutomaticDimfoHeadlightsusing
LDR
and
Ultrasonic
sensor”
helps
peopleautomaticallyswitchbetweenLowBeamandHigh Beam while driving. This is done by
usingan
LDR
Module
to
find
out
the
intensity
of
thelightincidentonit.Thisinformationisthesenttothe microcontroller in the headlight which is
anArduinoUno.TheArduinoUnodecideswhetherthe headlight has to be dimmed or not based onthe
intensity information. The microcontroller isprogrammed such that once the intensity of
lightincidentonitreachesacertainthreshold,thelightgetsdimmedautomatically.Thedimmingoflightis
done by two types of beam. If the intensity oftheincomingvehicle’sheadlightisbeyondalimit, the
headlight is switched to work on theLow beam and ultrasonic sensor is used to detectweather the
vehicle has crossed or not .If thevehiclehascrossedhighbeam canbeactivated.

2.1. Components
2.1.1. Arduino uno:
The Arduino Uno is a microcontroller which is built with a open source platform. The microcontroller has 6
Analog (I/O) and 13 digital (I/O) which can be used to communicate between expansion circuits [5].
According to the project requirements required expansion boards are used. Its is the brain of our project this
microcontroller will receive data from both LDR module and Ultrasonic sensor and according to the data
received it determines whether the brighter bulb should be turned on or not.
2.1.2. LDR Module:
The LDR(Light dependent Resistor). The resistance of diode is inversely proportional tointensity of light
The sensitivity of the signal detection can be adjusted using potentiometer. Here too, it is used to detect the
intensity of the light and the Arduino decides whether the light has to be dimmed or not. The LDR module
is calibrated can be adopt to all existing Headlights and it is placed parallel to the vehicle direction and
facing toward the opposing vehicle.

Figure 3. Resistance vs intensity graph of LDR
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2.1.3. Ultrasonic Sensor:
The ultrasonic sensor is used to determine the distance of object [3]. It has two components one is emitter
and the other one receiver the emitter emits the sound and when the sound is reflected from the object the
time from emission and receiving is used to calculate the distance of the object. When opposing vehicle
crosses the LDR module intensity of light will be reduced then the ultrasonic sensor which is placed
perpendicular to the vehicle’s direction checks whether the vehicle has crossed. Once the vehicle as crossed
the brighter light is turned ON.
Speed of sound is 340 m/s
Time T is the time taken for sound to travel from emitter and receiver so the time taken to reach is half the
total time.
Distance is calculated by the equation
D=V*T/2

2.1.4. Software:
Arduino IDE (Integrated Development Environment) is a open source software which was
created to work with functions from C and C++. Using this software, we can code all
microcontroller built using Arduino platform. This software can be used in all existing
operating systems. The program can be transferred to Arduino board using a priority cable
2.2. Circuit

Figure 4. Circuit Diagram
The components are connected to the appropriate pins as given in circuit diagram in Fig 2 .For
more reference pin assignments for the components are given in Table 2.
Table 2.Pin assignments for the components
Pin No.
2
3
A0
13
12

Assigned to
Low beam
High beam
LDR module signal
Ultrasonic emitter
Ultrasonic receiver

2.3. Code

The
program
to
support
the
whichshouldbeuploadedinArduinounoisgivenbelow
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

above

circuit

intthresholdLDR=600;
longthresholdUS =4;
longduration;
intdistance;
int light=1;
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6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.
36.
37.
38.
39.
40.

voidsetup(){
Serial.begin(9600);
pinMode(3,OUTPUT);
pinMode(2, OUTPUT);
pinMode(13,OUTPUT);
pinMode(12,INPUT);
}
void loop(){
digitalWrite(2,HIGH);
if(analogRead(A0) >thresholdLDR)
{
digitalWrite(3,LOW);
while(analogRead(A0)>thresholdLDR)
{
delayMicroseconds(5);
light=1;
}
delayMicroseconds(10);
if(light==1)
{
do
{
digitalWrite(13,HIGH);
delayMicroseconds(10);
digitalWrite(13,LOW);
duration=pulseIn(12,HIGH);
distance=duration*0.00034/2;
}
while(distance<thresholdUS)
}
}
else{
digitalWrite(3,HIGH);
}
}

2.4. Working Method

Figure5:Representslightrayshitting sensor(US represents ultrasonic sensor)
Once the main switch is turned ON low beam is kept active all the time. LDR module is activated when
vehicle comes in opposite direction light from the vehicle hits on LDR sensor which triggers controller to
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turn OFF the high beam.For every five micro seconds LDR module checks for light to confirm the vehicle
is still approaching in the opposite direction.
When vehicle passes LDR module the intensity of light reduces now ultrasonic sensor is activated and
sound is emitted and distance is calculated using time taken for reflection this helps to detect whether the
vehicle has passed. After the conformation the high beam is activated back. An override switch as been
added incase if the driver wants to force high beam. In the circuit. The state of the sensors and bulbs are
represented in the form of digital wave in fig 4.

Figure6:Represents state of sensors and headlight

3. CONCLUSION
A working model of this project was created successfully. In the test phase the vehicle was detected and
headlight was dimmed. As the working model is very small, it can be attached or fixed into existing
vehicles. As the model is very simple, it can be repaired or replaced easily in the vehicles. Cost is very less
and the sensors are easily available everywhere for easy replacement. It helps us reduce accidents in the
night, significantly. Sensors can be replaced with radars and image processing cameras for higher
accuracy in high end vehicles as the costof radars and cameras will be high LDR and Ultrasonic sensor
can be used in low-end vehicles. This research paper concludes with citing the reasons as to why this can
be used in all vehicles for reducing the number of accidents. There is also huge potential of using these in
bigger vehicles like logistics heavy vehicle, as they are fast moving 24/7 all 365 days. According to the
survey taken 74% of the people think that major reason for fatalities is night glare and 84.5% of people are
willing to buy vehicles with this technology or implementing this technology in their current vehicles to
help other drivers.
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